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BOMA INTERROGATORY #19

INTERROGATORY
Ref:

Exhibit D1, Tab 2, Schedule 5, Page 1; Exhibit D1, Tab 2, Schedule 8, Page 2

Summary of Gas Costs to Operations shows Dawn Supplies at 2,229,769.2. Gas
Supply/Demand Balance shows Delivered Supplies of the same amount.
Please confirm or explain, in detail:
(a)

All EGD's "delivered supplies" are delivered at Dawn.

(b)

Please provide the total deliveries to EGD using the Dawn-Parkway Facilities,
either by Union or by TCPL. Since Dawn is not a supply basin, what is the
source(s) of the "Dawn Supplies" or "Delivered Supplies".

(c)

Please confirm that the Chicago supplies and the Nexus supplies, while they flow
through Dawn, are not part of the Delivered Supplies (Dawn Supplies) on these two
tables. They are rather additive to whatever supplies are included in the term
"Delivered Supplies". Please explain fully.

(d)

Please provide the total amount (absolute and percentage of total gas supply) of
EGD's forecast 2017 gas supply sales and bundled service, that will flow through
Union's Dawn-Parkway facilities.

RESPONSE
a) In the referenced exhibits, both “Dawn Supplies” and “Delivered Supplies” refer to
supply purchased by Enbridge at the Dawn Hub.
b) While Dawn may not be a supply basin it is considered a “Hub” where a liquid market
exists for buyers and sellers. Enbridge has contracted for transportation services with
both TCPL and Union – see Status of Transportation Contracts at Exhibit D1, Tab 2,
Schedule 9 – which allows Enbridge to transport gas purchased at Dawn, delivered to
Dawn via other transportation services such as Vector Pipeline, and storage
withdrawal volumes to the CDA and to the EDA.
Total deliveries from Dawn to the CDA and EDA are discussed in part (d), below.

Witness: D. Small
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c) Confirmed. The volumes identified as Chicago and Nexus supplies are independent
from the amount identified as Dawn Supplies and are transported to Dawn using
contracted Vector pipeline capacity.
d) As shown at Exhibit D1, Tab 2, Schedule 8, page 1, forecasted deliveries in 2017,
including a net storage fluctuation of 16,098.1 103m3, is 11,849,167.8 103m3. The total
volume flowing through Dawn, excluding any Direct Purchase deliveries, is
4,439,230.0 103m3 or 37.4%. This total is the sum of Items 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.10.
That is, Chicago Supplies, Dawn Supplies, Link Supplies, Dominion Supplies, and the
net storage fluctuation.

Witness: D. Small

